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CHAPTER I
FOREIGN POLICY: EARLY PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS

The United States has acted with an ambivalence 
toward Latin America, characterized largely by an in
ability to reconcile the precepts of national self- 
determination and national self-interest. The American 
government, in general, has championed a policy of 
hemispheric sovereignty, with each nation in possession 
of the innate right to shape its own destiny. On the 
other hand, United States-Latin American relations 
feature numerous cases of intervention on the part of 
the disseminator of this philosophy. For various rea
sons, the United States has, on occasion, determined 
that a sufficient threat to its welfare existed to war
rant intrusion into the affairs of other nations. The 
purpose of these comments is not to determine the rela
tive morality of such vacillation, but to point out 
the difficulty in developing a consistent foreign 
policy in a sensitive area under such conditions.

The United States has confronted dilemmas in deal
ing with Latin America since the outbreak of the inde
pendence movements in 1810 forced the American govern
ment to come to grips with the possibility of a radical
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change in the hemisphere.'1' The situation prevailing in 
Europe at that time made the creation of a foreign 
policy all the more difficult. Napoleon had placed 
his brother on the Spanish throne, and it appeared to 
American observers that resistance in the peninsula 
would collapse. The presence of a viable Spanish gov
ernment would have made the diplomatic task of the 
United States relatively easy. The government could 
have simply awaited the outcome of the revolutionary 
bid and recognized the winner as the de facto govern
ment.\

The obvious weakness of Spain in 1810, however, 
presented all manner of ominous possibilities. Joseph 
Bonaparte's occupation of the Spanish throne increased 
the chances of an aggressive Trench presence in the 
Western hemisphere. Equally disconcerting was the in
creasing British influence in Latin America. England, 
an ally of Spain in opposing Prance, could also en
hance its position in the Spanish colonies. Spain

For further information on early relations be
tween the United States and Latin America see Charles 
Carroll Griffin, The United States and the Disruption 
of the Spanish Empire. 1810-22 (New York: Octagon 
Books, 1965); John Crane Pine, "The Role of United 
States' Special Agents in the Development of a Spanish 
American Policy, 1810-1822" (unpublished Ph.D. disser
tation, University of Colorado, 1955); and Arthur



needed British assistance for its very existence as an 
independent nation.

The United States faced a difficult set of cir
cumstances. In spite of the fact that the Americans 
lacked the necessary strength of arms to remove for
eign influence from the hemisphere, an independent 
Latin America would reduce the threat of France or 
Great Britain assuming direct control of Spain's colo
nies. The lack of military capability, however, made 
the choice of intervention in the revolutionaries' be
half a serious step to contemplate. Open support of 
the rebels would bring war with Spain during a period 
of rapidly deteriorating relations with England. An 
alliance with Napoleon would not be helpful either be
cause Great Britain controlled the seas. Encouragement 
of the Corsican might open the door to French Imperial 
design in the Americas.

In an effort to avoid entanglements in European 
affairs, the United States had twice, in 1794 and again
in 1797, proclaimed the adoption of a policy of neu-

2trality. This self-declared posture also dictated

3

Preston Whitaker, The United States and the Inde
pendence of Latin America. 1801-1830 (New York: hus- 
sel and Russell, 1962).

Griffin, p. 97; and Whitaker, pp. 215-17.2
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that the American government exercise caution toward 
the events raging south of its border. The executive 
thus decided to steer a middle course between complete 
non-involvement and full support. The United States 
sought to encourage the rebels without becoming em
broiled in a war with Spain.

President James Madison, in pursuing this deli
cate task, decided to send a series of agents to key 
points in Spanish America, chiefly for the purpose of 
gathering information on the course of the insurrec
tions.
\

The executive commissioned these representatives 
under three different titles. The American government 
sent agents of seamen and commerce to those Latin 
American ports where the Spanish refused to recognize 
consuls. Their ostensible purpose, as the name im
plies, was to guarantee the rights of American mer
chants. Other agents sent to Latin America held the 
title of consul. The consul's job was similar to that 
of the agent for seamen and commerce, but it implied 
the recognition of the right of Americans to trade.
The Madison administration also created the post of 
special agent. These men provided the executive with 
running accounts of events in Spanish America. In 
actuality, the different categories meant little, for
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their functions overlapped. Usually one agent held 
several different commissions at the same time, adopt
ing the title that would prove most advantageous as the

3individual situation dictated.
A certain uniformity existed in the prescribed 

duties of the agents, in spite of the fact that their 
specific instructions varied. Each man received in
structions to gather and report information on the re
volts. The United States, although eager to recognize 
revolutionary regimes, needed assurance that once in 
j)Ower, a new government would have a reasonable chance 
of sustaining itself.^

The non-diplomatic status of these agents afforded 
them the opportunity of dealing with both sides and 
stating American objectives in an informal manner. 
Madison wanted his representatives to make contact with 
promising rebel leaders and to encourage their move
ments by conveying the friendship of the United 
States.^ At the same time, however, he wanted them to 3 4

3Information describing the categories of Ameri
can agents sent to natin America may be found in line, 
pp. 72-74; and Whitaker, pp. 63-66.

4Pine, p. 11.
'"Ibid. , p. 518.
^Ibid., p. 74; and Whitaker, p. 66.
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adhere to the proclaimed position of neutrality.^ The 
agents were also to encourage commerce with the United 
States.

Although the creation of the agents' non-aiplo- 
rnatic position represented the American desire for a 
middle path, a danger existed that this position could 
be misunderstood. The revolutionaries, confronted with 
the presence of an American holding some aura of offi
cial authority, often construed the agents' appearance 
as an overt attempt by the United States to intervene

Qon behalf of the rebels.
\

Secondly, the nature of the agent's instructions 
provided temptation enough for an impartial man. Ex
tending friendship and encouragement without actual 
support consists of walking a thin line indeed. The 
fact that the men sent to Hispanic America during the 
revolutionary period were generally anti-monarchical 
and therefore anti-Spanish further hindered the ideal 
of a perfectly balanced comportment.̂

During the second decade of the nineteenth century, 
the American government dispatched agents to key spots

^Pine, p. 5 2 1.
^Ibid., p. 518.
yibid., p. 5 1 9.
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in the hemisphere. The career of William Shaler, ap
pointed by President Madison to represent United 
States' interests in Vera Cruz, Mexico, brings to 
light the difficult tasks faced by these agents.

Prior to his appointment, Shaler had already ex
perienced a colorful career. He was born in Bridge
port, Connecticut, in 1773, the oldest of four child
ren. 10 Shaler's father, Timothy, served as a privateer 
in the .Revolutionary War. When the latter died an un
timely death, his sons William and Nathaniel took to 
the sea to support the other members of the family. 
William became a privateer himself for a time, serving 
in that capacity on the side of the Trench during the 
wars of the late eighteenth century.

Following his European service, Shaler became a 
free-lance merchant and between 1797 and 1810 sailed 
over much of the world, including voyages to Hawaii 
and to the port of Canton in China. While waiting for 
a cargo in Europe at the end of a sojourn to the Indian 
Ocean, Shaler and his partner Richard Cleveland de
cided to take advantage of Spain's decision of 1797 to

10For information concerning William Shaler's 
life before 1800, see Roy Franklin Nichols, Advance 
Agents of American Destiny (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1956), pp. 50-55.
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open its Latin American ports to neutrals. Spain was 
embroiled in a war against the British at the time and 
could not adequately supply the colonies. Prior to 
their departure, Shaler learned that Spain was tempo
rarily free from the wars of Lurope and would return 
to its former policy of exclusion. Preparations had 
already reached the point of no return, however, and 
the two men decided to risk the trip.

In 1801—02, Shaler and Cleveland sailed around 
Cape Horn with stops at Rio ae Janeiro, the Plata 
basin, and Valparaiso. 1 1 At the first two stops, 
Spanish and Portuguese officers allowed them to 
stay only long enough to secure supplies and per
mitted no actual trading for profit.

Alter battling squalls at the Cape, their ship, 
the Lelia Byrd, arrived in Valparaiso, Chile, on Feb
ruary 24, 1802. In that city, Shaler experienced the 
first in a series of unpleasant encounters with Span
ish authorities. The acting governor of the port held 
a dim view of Americans, and Shaler, upon his arrival,

llp°r information concerning Shaler's and Cleve
land's voyages to Latin America between 1801-03, see 
H.W.S. Cleveland (ed.), Voyages of a Merchant havi—
■ At ox', compiled from the journals and letters of

 ̂* Cleveland (Hew York: Harper and Brothers,1886;, pp. 7b-95.
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found that four other ships seemed to be held in the 
harbor against the will of their officers. Sympathy 
for another American captain who was being detained in 
Valparaiso ultimately led to Shaler's brief internment 
in the local jail. The matter was straightened out 
after an appeal to the captain-general of Santiago, but 
only after the affair had dragged on for three months, 
lor all his efforts, that official permitted Shaler to 
engage in only enough commerce to cover his expenses.

The Lelia Byrd did not depart for San Bias, Mexi
co, until June 8 , and arrived in about one month's 
time. While attempting to negotiate for the disposi
tion of the cargo, Shaler discovered that a rift exist
ed among the Spanish over the issue of foreign trade. 
The accounts dealing with Shaler's voyages do not 
specify the exact nature of the dissension, but it 
quite likely was related to the general differences of 
opinion between the creoles (Spaniards born in America) 
and peninsulares (Spaniards born in Spain). One fac
tion, at any rate, wanted to deal with the Americans, 
while the other demanded that Shaler and his crew de
part immediately. Seeing that delay would merit him 
nothing, Shaler decided to try his luck in San Diego. 
Rumor had it that a large supply of otter skins was 
stored there. Such cargo usually proved lucrative for
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trading in the Far East, Shaler's next destination.
The change of scene did not imply a change of attitude 
on the part of the Spanish commandant of that Cali
fornia port. Hostilities grew to the point that the 
helia Byrd actually exchanged gunfire with the 
presidio on shore.

These abrasive encounters illuminate the develop
ment of Shaler's attitude toward Spanish royal author
ity. Some of Shaler's earliest letters from Latin 
America after his appointment as an agent reflect a 
contempt for the Spanish political and economic sys- 
terns. Although he does not mention his past voyages, 
one can assume that previous experiences helped to con
dition his attitude. As a private entrepreneur, Shaler 
naturally favored free trade, and since this view co
incided with a basic tenet of the revolutionaries' 
philosophy, he gravitated toward their point of view.

Shaler returned to the California coast in 1804. 
This time the trip was devoid of the spectacular inci
dents which had marred his first voyage. He later pub
lished an account of his experiences on the second trip 
in a volume entitled Journal of a Voyage Between China 
and the Northwestern Coast of America Made in 1804.
The work, first appearing in the American Register in 
1808, contains a fairly extensive description of the
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geography of modern California and the Baja peninsula.
Shaler's biographer refers to the account as a subtle
suggestion for the annexation of California by the 

12United States. Indeed, Shaler's closing remarks on
the subject seem to reinforce this opinion.

The conquest of this country would be absolutely 
nothing; it would fall without an effort to the 
most inconsiderable force. . . . In a word, it 
would be as easy to keep California in spite of 
the Spanish, as it would be1±o wrest it from 
them in the first instance. ^
Shaler's previous encounters with royal authority 

in Latin America were surely known to officials in 
Washington. In addition to the publication of his 
travels, Shaler had connections with a powerful mer
chant family in Baltimore by the name of Smith. Samuel 
Smith possessed enough influence in the Republican 
Party to aid his brother Robert's appointment to the 
post of Secretary of State.  ̂ Shaler thus received 
his commission largely through his acquaintance with 12 13 *

12Nichols, Agents of American Destiny, p. 82.
13William Shaler, Journal of a Voyage Between 

China and the Northwestern Coast of America Made in 
1804 (Claremont. California: Saunders Studio Press, 
1935), pp. 77-78.

"^Charles C. Tansill, "Robert Smith," in American 
Secretaries of State and Their Diplomacy, ed. Samuel 
Flagg Bemis (14 vols.; New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1927), III, p. 153.
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the Smith family. v Rather than hinder his appoint
ment, Shaler's exploits in Spanish America probably 
weighed in his favor.

Although Shaler possessed no previous diplomatic 
experience, he displayed a talent for learning lan
guages, having acquired a knowledge of French, he was 
in the process of mastering Spanish when contacted by 
the State Department. 15 16 * 18 19 During the troubled days in 
Chile, Shaler had addressed his appeal to the captain- 
general in Spanish. He also translated a work on 
the country's history entitled The Geographical. Natu
ral and Civil History of Chile. 10

Shaler first received notification of his proposed
appointment from Robert Smith in a letter dated May 24, 

191810. He accepted the offer and was invested with 
the position of consul to Yera Cruz. His appointment

15Whitaker, p. 56.
16Roy Franklin Nichols, "William Shaler, New 

Rngland Apostle of Rational Liberty," New England 
Quarterly, IX (Mar., 1936), p. 72.

^Cleveland, p. 79.
18Nichols, Agents of American Destiny, p. 81.
19Shaler Family Papers MSS, The Historical Soci

ety of Pennsylvania Library, Philadelphia (hereafter 
cited as Shaler Papers), Secretary of State Robert 
Smith to William Shaler, Washington, D.C., May 24 
1810. ’

15
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provides a prime example of the overlapping titles al
luded to earlier. President Madison also commissioned 
Shaler to serve as agent for seamen and commerce at
Vera Cruz because the Spanish authorities did not

20recognize consuls in hew Spain. The direct appoint
ment by the President and the confidential nature of 
his mission also made Shaler a special agent. Thus 
Shaler held all three positions in order to give him
as much flexibility as possible in dealing with both

21royalists and revolutionaries.
, The necessity for caution sidetracked Shaler's de
parture for Mexico. Official Washington had little 
verifiable information concerning the progress of the 
revolution in Mexico. Therefore, the administration 
decided to delay Shaler's mission to hew Spain. The 
government, wishing him to open communications with 
rebel groups, determined to wait until the revolution
aries achieved a modicum of success.

In the meantime, Madison decided to send Shaler to 
Havana. Cuba had always held a fascination for the

20United States national Archives, State Depart
ment, Vol. II, Folio 20, Special Agents (hereafter 
cited as Special Agents), Smith to Shaler, Washington, 
June 16, 1810.

21Pine, p. 81.
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United States "because of its proximity and strategic 
importance. Madison and his advisers reasoned that an 
agent in Havana could report the state of affairs on 
the island itself and follow more easily the progress 
of the revolt in Mexico. When news came that the 
patriots were winning in New Spain, Shaler could then 
proceed directly to Vera Cruz. To facilitate his ac
ceptance, the President provided him with yet another
title, that of agent for seamen and commerce to

22Havana. Thus equipped, Shaler departed for Cuba in 
late July of 1810.

\

Spanish authorities would not become ‘unduly
alarmed over an American mission in Cuba because a

23precedent already existed for such an action.
Spain's participation in the European wars of the 
period dictated the erratic course of the American 
trade on the island, which in turn determined the ebb 
and flow of American agents. During the American 
Revolution, Spain had permitted the Americans to

22Special Agents, Shaler to Smith, New York,
June 28, 1810.

23The following information on American trade 
and representation in Cuba is taken from Roy F. 
Nichols, "Trade Relations and the Establishment of 
United States Consulates in Spanish America, 1779- 
1809," Hispanic American Historical Review, XIII 
(August, 1933), pp. 289-311.
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trade with Havana. English control of the seas cut 
Havana off from trade with the mother country, causing 
a constant shortage of vital supplies. The first 
American agent was dispatched there in 1781 to protect 
the rights of United States' merchantmen. This state 
of affairs lasted until 1785.

Hive years of peace for Spain followed and the 
Iberian nation once more asserted its right to trade 
exclusively with its own colonies. With American trade 
on the wane, the government recalled its agent in 
Havana. In 1797, Spain was again embroiled in con
flict, this time as an ally of France against Great 
Britain. Increasing pressure by the British navy 
again cut Spain off from her possessions in the 
Western Hemisphere. On December 14, 1797, Spain again 
opened its colonial ports to foreign commerce.

Both French and Spanish privateers began to prey 
upon American shipping in the Caribbean, thus creating 
the need again for American representation in Havana. 
Accordingly, the United States designated a "consul" 
for Cuba on December 24, 1797. From that time until 
1809, Americans functioned as commercial agents in 
Havana, in spite of the fact that the captain-general 
of Cuba never granted them official recognition.

Napoleon's invasion of the Iberian peninsula al-
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tered the situation once more. Spain forgot past dif
ferences with Bngland as her resistance to the French 
"became dependent upon her former enemy. This amity 
with Great Britain greatly reduced the danger to 
Spanish merchant vessels. Due to increased commerce 
"between Spain and Cuba and the preferential position 
of the British, American trade again fell off, and the 
■unofficial consulate closed.

The outbreak of the independence struggles in 
Latin America presented the United States another op
portunity for sending an agent to Havana. The United 
States' neutral position and the depredations of the 
privateers against its shipping provided William Shaler 
with good "cover" for his more important assignment.



CHAPTER II
CUBA: THE FAILURE OF A REVOLUTION

Shaler arrived in Havana on August 5, 1810, armed 
with an ambiguous set of instructions. He was not to 
permit himself to engage in local hostilities in Cuba 
or to encourage insurrection against Spain because of 
the state of peace which existed between that country 
and the United States. Yet he might investigate the 
.strength of the separatist feeling on the island and 
the corresponding inclination to incorporate with the 
United States. The American government instructed him, 
upon his arrival in Mexico, to convey the notion that 
the United States claimed Texas and West Florida as 
part of the Louisiana Territory; but that the present 
administration viewed the boundary disputes as a tem
porary issue that could easily be negotiated. Finally, 
Shaler bore the message to both revolutionaries and 
royalists that his government would permit no terri
torial aggrandizement by the European powers. The 
United States would take the necessary steps to elimi
nate this danger.

^Nichols, Agents of American Destiny, pp. 24-25.
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Simler’s orders reflect the delicate balance that 
the executive wished to maintain between encouragement 
of and direct involvement in the independence move
ments. The breadth and ambiguity of the commission 
presented him with a formidable task, especially in 
light of the suspicion with which Spanish royal 
authority viewed American interests in the colonies.

The chief task ahead of Shaler lay in the collec
tion of information on the progress of the Latin Ameri
can revolutions. This end he religiously pursued by 
reporting conversations with various travellers from 
the troubled areas. The reports generally contained 
favorable news. The revolts seemed to be gathering 
momentum but remained in the developmental stage.

One month after his arrival, Shaler published a 
report outlining the power structure of the Cuban so
ciety. In this report, as in numerous other communi
cations to the Department of State, he revealed a cer
tain disgust with peninsular rule. He viewed the en
tire system as being fraught with corruption, from the 
lowest official to the "Supreme Civil Magistrate."
Dor all his contempt, Shaler displayed a curious re
spect for the consulado, which, he observed, was the 
only organization with influence proportional to its 
talents and "the only body from which anything honor-
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able or patriotic may be expected." The consulado 
exercised the function of a merchant guild, a kind of 
chamber of commerce. In order to adequately regulate 
trade with the mother country, the Spanish government 
granted the body judicial power in certain cases in
volving commerce. Shaler's admiration for the con
sulado therefore appears curious in light of the fact
that the guild was generally controlled by and served

3the interests of the native-born Spaniards. These 
peninsulares, given their vested interest, did not 
constitute the obvious group for Shaler to approach 
with revolutionary ideas.

Cuba's consulado apparently constituted an ex
ception in the makeup of its membership. The Spanish 
Crown originally established consulados only in Mexico 
City and Lima, the capitals of the original viceroyal
ties. The Bourbon reformers of the eighteenth century 
added new consulados to deal with the increase in 
trade within the Empire. In 1795, the Crown created a 
"consulado of agriculture and commerce" in Cuba, 
headed by a creole named Francisco de Arrango y Barreno.

pSpecial Agents, Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 28,
1810.

^Clarence Henry Haring, The Spanish Empire in 
America (Hew York: Oxford University Press, 1947), 
pp. 271-72.

2
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The sporadic commerce which Cuba enjoyed with foreign 
countries during the European wars increased prosper
ity and fostered a spirit of economic liberalism. A 
number of captain-generals of the period identified 
with this attitude. 4 According to the agent's report,
planters and merchants dominated Cuba's consulado,

5sharing equal representation. With a creole holding 
the leading position, the possibility exists that its 
other members came from the same class. At any rate, 
Shaler visualized the consulado as the group most 
likely to lean toward the United States.

Several factors militated against a warm reception 
by royal officials on the island. Like previous agents 
sent to Havana, Shaler remained unrecognized by the 
captain-general, the Marquis de Someruelos. 0 Spain, 
as a matter of policy, did not recognize foreign con
suls in Cuba. The fear of American expansion provided 
a further incentive for a distant attitude.

Shaler communicated with the captain-general al-

4John Edwin Fagg, Cuba, naiti, ana the Dominican 
Republic (Englewood Cliffs, hew Jersey: Prentice- 
Hall, 1965), pp. 25-26.

Special Agents, "A Schedule of the Ecclesiasti
cal, Civil, and Military State of the Island of Cuba," 
MSS, enclosed in Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 28, 1810.

C
M m  Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 28, 1810.
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most immediately upon his arrival, announcing himself
as an authorized agent of the American government.
The Spanish official replied smoothly that although he
himself bore the Anglo-Americans no ill will, he had
no authority to recognize "such agents."

. . . he observed that he well knew the loyalty 
and good faith of the American government, but 
the nature of its constitution was such as to 
afford facilities to the intrigue of Ameri
cas who, under the American name and character 
might circulate opinions hostile to the estab
lished authorities, This is, he says, a princi
pal motive for restricting intercourse between 
the two countries.'
Shaler soon learned that a consensus existed on

the island to the effect that the Americans displayed
an unwarranted affection for the french, as witnessed
by the relatively easy access that french privateers

8had to American ports. Alliance with .England made 
Spanish officials more hostile to Americans as United 
States-British relations approached the breaking point. 
These events caused Shaler to write with disappoint
ment about the preferential treatment afforded the

9English in Havana.
Soon, however, when he learned that the British

^Ibid., Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 5, 1810.
aIbid., Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 28, 1810
%bid. , Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 9, 1810.
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refused to accept agents from the rebel forces, he saw 
a way of turning the Anglo-Spanish alliance to the ad
vantage of the United States.

I feel that if we have a conviction that we 
must have a strong interest in conciliating 
these incipient states, we can have no other 
rival with them and I believe that we require 
only it to be known to be duly appreciated by 
them.-1"

Thus, he reasoned that the United States could cheaply 
supercede British influence in the Western Hemisphere 
without actually having to commit itself.

Shaler had resided in Havana for a little over 
three months when he found himself forced to defend 
American foreign policy. In October of 1810, the unit
ed States took possession of the Baton Houge district 
of west Florida. West Florida itself encompassed an 
area along the Gulf Coast bounded by the Iberville 
River (Louisiana) on the Bast and the Perdido (Ala
bama) on the West. The United States claimed the 
territory as part of the Louisiana Purchase. In an 
effort to avoid conflict with the Spanish garrisons 
at Mobile and Pensacola, occupation proceeded only as 
far west as the Pearl River (Mississippi)."^1 Resi- 10 11

1 0Ibid., Shaler to Smith, Havana, Sept. 30, 1810.
11Samuel Flagg Bemis, A Diplomatic History of the 

United States (Hew York: Henry Holt and Company,
1 9 3 6), p. 186.
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dents, including a sizable number of Americans living 
in West i'lorida, prompted the seizure when they them
selves succeeded in breaking away from Spanish rule in 
the summer of 1811 and declared themselves inde
pendent. ̂  The possibility exists that official 
Washington encouraged the revolt, but the veracity of 
such a statement is not so important to this discus
sion as the opinion that the Spanish held toward this 
incident. They naturally assumed full complicity on 
the part of the Americans.

The United States was eager to belie any hint of 
aggressive intentions and, considering that the Flori- 
das were under the jurisdiction of the captain-general 
of Havana, an explanation seemed in order. Secretary 
of State Robert Smith thus addressed Shaler on Novem
ber 6 , providing him with the official version of the 
West Florida incident to be communicated to Someruelos.

Smith justified the seizure on the grounds of 
necessity and security. The events transpiring in 
West Florida, wrote Smith, occurred too close to the 
border of the United States to be ignored. The Presi
dent had determined to act -under pain of endangering

^"Julius W . Pratt, Expansionists of 1812 (hew 
York: Peter Smith, 1949), p. 72.
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the territorial security of the Union.
. . . the late proceedings of those inhabitants 
of West Florida having indicated in form and in 
fact, a total overthrow there of Spanish 
authorities and a great uncertainty prevailing 
with respect to the shape which affairs in that 
quarter might assume if left to the uncon
trolled current of a Revolutionary /govern
ment/, the President has been compelled for 
the maintenance of the just Right of the Union 
to take necessary measures for occupying the 
country of West Florida as far as the River 
Perdido.

Smith went on to say that the United ¡States stood
ready to discuss the question with the captain-general,
and that fate, not aggressive impulses, led President

13Madison to make his decision.
Before relaying the President's communique,

Shaler advised Smith to inform Spanish authorities before 
taking any further "steps" to incorporate the Floriaas. 
Providing a warning, he felt, would strengthen the 
American position: "For if they /the Spanish/ had the 
desire they have not the means to prevent it. So that 
we may have all the advantages without any of the in
conveniences of plain dealing." He then communicated 
Smith's message nearly word for word so as not to mis-

Shaler Papers, Smith to Shaler, Washington, 
Nov. 6 , 1810.
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construe the sense of it.1^
Faced with a fait accompli, the Spanish could do 

little hut protest the American action. Cuban offi
cials did not become overly upset because the Floridas 
had proved somewhat of a financial liability. On the 
other hand, Shaler's credibility and that of the 
United Otates took a plunge downward. The incident 
served to reaffirm the already strong conviction that 
the United States held the aggressive intent of ex
panding at the expense of Spain.

Meanwhile, Shaler had already begun another phase
of his mission, that of seeking out revolutionary or
separatist sentiment. As early as August 10, 1810, he
received a visit from a man who, according to the agent's
description, was an office holder of "considerable conse-

15quence" and a plantation owner. Shaler does not men
tion the man's name. The interview described, how
ever, coincides with a similar account by Shaler's 
biographer, concerning a visit that also occurred on 
August 10. The American agent's visitor therefore was 
probably Don Antonio de Valle Hernández, the secretary * 15

"^Special Agents, Shaler to Smith, Fundador 
Estate, Cuba, Dec. 25, 1810.

15̂Special Agents, Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug.
1 2 , 1810.
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of the consulado.lè>
The interview did not provide a source of en

couragement for Bhaler. Hernandez opposed the revolu
tions in Latin America. The revolts, he felt, could 
only bring anarchy. He told Shaler:

The people of these countries are incapable of 
self-government. They are entirely unlike Worth 
Americans, we have few men of talent among us.
We must wait the course of events, advise with 
our allies and precipitate nothing. A popular 
government will not do for us.

when questioned further, Hernandez admitted that politi
cal reform should be adopted. He did not desire radical 
change, however, as witnessed by his preference for a 
monarchical form of government. Fernández favored the
rule of Latin America by a prince from any nation ex-

17cept Britain or France.
Another opportunity for contact with the planta

tion owners occurred when Cuban authorities uncovered 
an abortive plot apparently related to the insurrec
tion in West Florida. 6 * 18 Because the government on the

l6Wichols, "William Shaler, Apostle of Liberty,"
p. 80.

^Special Agents, Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug. 
1 2 , 1810.

18Wichols, "William Shaler, Apostle of Liberty," 
p. 80; and Herminio Porteli Vila, Historia de Cuba en 
sus relaciones con los Astados Unidos y España (.La 
Habana: Biblioteca de Historia, Filosofia y Socio
logia, 19 3 8), p. 163.
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island chose not to publicize the revolt, Shaler re
ceived little information regarding the plan or scope 
of the enterprise. He did, however, discover enough 
to report that fifteen persons of respectable social 
position had been arrested along with a larger number
of individuals possessing less community esteem, in-

19eluding a group of black men.
Following the foiled rebellion, Shaler began to 

communicate regularly with a group of wealthy planta
tion owners who favored liberalized commercial rela
tions with foreign states. This body largely pinned
their hopes for reform on the Cortes, a representative

y  20assembly called by the Junta at Cadiz in 1810. The 
junta permitted the Spanish colonies to send representa
tives and so two delegates were dispatched to Spain to 
represent the island's interests. Shaler thus ex
pressed doubts that any revolutionary movement would 
rise in the near future.

In June of 1811, however, news reached Havana 
that momentarily caused quite a sensation. Come two 
months earlier, a Cortes deputy named Guridi Àlcocer

19Shaler to the Department of State, Oct., 1810, 
published in lortell Vila, p. 165»

^lortell Vila, p. 165.
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introduced a resolution calling for the abolition of
21slavery. This declaration caused great consterna

tion among the planter class. As large landowners and 
slaveholders, abolition to them meant ruin.

The leader of the planter faction, Jose de Arango 
y Nunez del Castillo, a member of the cabildo, or 
city-council, of Havana, met with Shaler on June 14 to 
discuss the situation. In spite of the obvious agi
tation that Arango felt, he expressed his group's re
luctance to commit itself to any drastic action, ac
cording to Shaler’s report to the State Department:

He says that they have formed several plans 
but that they have not the firmness and capa
city to carry anything into execution; 22 
necessity only will bring them to act.
Arango's anxiety at the spectre of increasing

Dritish influence in Spain helped him momentarily to
overcome his reluctance. Given the trend of events
in Europe, Great Britain could very easily assume a
disproportionate influence in the Spanish colonies.
In addition, the English navy possessed the capability
to enforce whichever of its ally's laws that it chose,
including abolition, if Alcocer's resolution passed.

2 1Ibid.
opShaler to the Department of State, June, 1811, 

published in ibid., p. 167.
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The Cuban considered these fears sufficient incentive 
for him to issue a rather bold pronouncement to Shaler. 
In expressing his proposition, Arango stressed the mu
tual fear and antipathy toward G-reat Britain which his 
faction shared with the Americans. Shaler translated 
the declaration in a letter to the Department of 
State :

. . . such being the circumstances of our situa
tion there is naturally but one course for us 
to take, which is to solicit a union with you, 
and become one of the Confederate States. It 
appears to me that such a measure must be 
equally interesting to both parties. Our sit
uation means a guarantee of the navigation of 
the Mississippi; and our harbors, our soil, 
our climate, offer incredible resources to com
merce and agriculture, and when the advanta
geous qualities of our Island came to be de
veloped by such a government as yours, they 
make us rich and happy, add incalculably to 
your- national wealth and political importance.
In our part, by taking any other course, we 
must, instead of forming an integral portion of 
a great and rising nation, remain in a state of 
colonial degradation without political rights, 
and subject to be involved in the eternal war^, 
of Europe against our interests and feelings.
Shaler equivocated because of the tremendous im

port of Arango's statement. He assured the Cuban of 
the friendly interest that the United States held 
toward the freedom of the island and notified Arango 
that he had requested copies of the American Consti- 2

2^Jose de Arango y Nunez del Castillo to Shaler, 
published in ibid., pp. 16 7-68.
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tution and Declaration of Independence for his peru- 
24sal. In the meantime, Shaler notified Washington of 

the potential confederation.
The Madison administration continued to exercise 

caution and did nothing to implement the resolution.
The American government felt that Arango's party, in 
spite of the latter's proposal, lacked the necessary 
revolutionary fervor. The President adopted a wait- 
and-see attitude. Arango's faction did the same.

Both sides continued their non-committed postures 
through the fall of 1811. In November, Shaler was ar
rested and arraigned before the captain-general on a 
charge of holding pro-French sympathies. The ac
celerated activity of French privateers against Cuban
shipping had given vent to a general feeling of Franco-

25phobia on the island. Someruelos, however, quite 
possibly used the charge to confirm his real suspi
cions about the American; the two men engaged each 
other in a very frank discussion about United States' 
intentions in Latin America.

Shaler bluntly informed the captain-general that

24Portell Vila, p. 168.
25Nichols, "William Shaler, Apostle of Liberty,"

p. 83.
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the American government authorized him to discuss 
Cuba's future. The United States, he said, had no ob
jection to Cuba remaining in Spanish hands. The pos
sibility of transfer to a European power was the 
cause of consternation in Washington. Shaler, on the 
other hand, dared to broach the subject of annexation 
with the captain-general, asking him to consider the
proposal. u Someruelos released the American agent

27shortly after the interview.
In spite of the fact that he entertained doubts 

concerning the prospects for revolution in Cuba,
Shaler remained in contact with the Arango party. In 
December, he met with the Cuban planter, who presented 
him with his assessment of the international situation. 
The declaration attempted to anticipate the position 
of Cuba in the event of war between England and the 
United States. Such a conflict would put Cuba in an 
unenviable squeeze. Britain's alliance with Spain 
automatically placed Cuba at odds with the United 
States, the nation which held common interests with

26 ^Portell Vila, p. 170; and Nichols, Agents of 
American Destiny, p. 91°

27Nichols, Agents of American Destiny, p. 9 1.
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those of the island.
Arango felt sure that England would move to occupy 

Cuba in order to use it for a base of operations 
against the Americans. Spain, he felt, already too 
much under the English thumb, would not balk at such 
an occupation. Indeed, Spain seemed quite willing to 
use British sea power to help exterminate resistance 
to peninsular authority. Seizure by Great Britain 
would ruin Cuba economically, effectively eliminating 
other nations from commercial relations with the is
land. Arango thus felt that Cuba had no recourse but 

29to resist.
The remainder of the statement consisted of an ap

peal for American aid on the grounds that a European 
presence in the Western Hemisphere posed a threat to 
the security of the United States. Arango closed with 
a lament that the American form of government allowed 
for a divergence of opinion that circumscribed the 
President's ability to conduct foreign policy. He ex
pressed the fear that the United States government, 
once committed to the Cuban cause, could very easily

?  O  yArango to Shaler, published in Portell Vila, 
pp. 172-74.

29Ibid.

28
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reverse itself if public pressure became great enough..
Both the Madison administration and the Arango 

faction realized the mutual reluctance that they 
shared to precipitate any action before a crisis 
forced them to act. Bach had ample justification for 
such an assumption. If the United btates, as some con
tend, had formed definite plans to annex Cuba, their 
ardor, by the end of 1811, had weakened considerably, 
bhaler's reports, with their references to the lack of
public opinion present on the island, contributed to

30this realization.
Cuba simply did not possess, to any great degree,

the type of men who instigated revolutions in other
areas of Latin America. Lome Cubans held relatively
liberal economic ideas because they stood to become the
chief beneficiaries of a free trading policy. As slave
holders, however, they took a dim view of any kind of
upheaval that could alter the prevailing social 

31structure. Conversations with Shaler revealed an 
adherence to traditional views. Arango's attitude 
toward the Church reflected this orientation. He ex-

5°Ibid.
 ̂Charles Chapman, A History of the Cuban Repub

lic; A Study in Hispanic-American iolitics (Hew York: 
Macmillan Company, 1927), p. 31*

31
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pressed a conservative viewpoint toward this institution 
in his statement about incorporation with the United 
States. The Cuban planter concluded his offer by 
stating that religious differences were the chief ob
struction in the way of Cuba becoming a part of the 
Union. ̂

In December of 1811, Shaler received news that the 
revolt was succeeding in Mexico. Sensing that his 
presence in Cuba could accomplish nothing further, he 
departed for hew Orleans. Shaler's sympathies caused 
him to favor the Arango faction, but the fact that he 
was a public agent made his dealing with the official 
regime mandatory. Thus, while trying to display Ameri
can friendship toward a potential revolutionary fac
tion, his duty demanded that he assure the captain- 
general that the United States had no territorial de
signs on the Spanish Umpire.

Although this precarious policy did help to keep 
the United States out of war with Spain, it also 
served to place the American government in a Machia
vellian light. The captain-general justifiably mis
trusted Shaler's dealings with Cuban malcontents,

j2Arango to Shaler, published in Portell Vila,
p. 16 8.
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especially in view of the West Florida incident. The 
United States' reluctance to commit itself, on the 
other hand, alarmed the Arango party.

Although Shaler did not completely antagonize the 
Spanish government, he still managed to increase its 
antipathy toward the United States. On the other hand, 
while enhancing the United States' image as the friend 
of just revolution, his actions caused doubts as to 
the depth of American feelings.

In pursuing the course that he did, Shaler, far 
from deviating from his instructions, sought to follow 
them. He attempted to encourage revolt without be
coming involved. He had assessed the mood of Cuba cor
rectly. "Anything I see and hear tends to convince me
that his will be the last Spanish colony to act inde-

33pendent of the mother country."

35̂Special Agents, 
28, 1810.

Shaler to Smith, Havana, Aug.



CHAPTER III
NATCHITOCHES: A PRELUDE TO THE 

INVASION OE SPANISH TEXAS

By early January of 1812, Shaler had arrived in 
New Orleans, a city seething with intrigue. Recent 
changes in Erance's foreign policy had caused a shift
ing of political emphasis toward the Americas. The 
fierce resistance that Napoleon faced, in the colonies 
as well as in the Iberian peninsula, convinced the 
Corsican that he could not maintain a united Spanish 
Empire under his own tutelage. He thus decided to aid 
the independence movements in order to prevent arch
rival England from benefitting from its alliance with 
Spain. Napoleon then began to dispatch agents to the 
Western Hemisphere for the purpose of hastening Spain's 
demise in the colonies.^

Shaler soon learned of the Erench consul's in
quiries concerning the nature of his mission to Havana. 
The Erench official allegedly admitted that current 
instructions from Erance commanded him to favor the

1John Rydjora, "Napoleon and the Independence of 
New Spain," in New Spain and the Anglo-American West 
(2 vols.; Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Lancaster Press, 
Inc., 1932), I, pp. 291-92.
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independence movements. He was attempting to determine
if Whaler's recent stint in Cuba had the same goal in

2mind. Shaler thereby became alerted to the necessity 
of counteracting French intrigue in the future.

The situation in Mexico remained uncertain enough 
for Shaler to delay his departure for Vera Cruz. He 
therefore determined to go to Natchitoches, a settle
ment on the Fed River northeast of New Orleans, located 
on the edge of the disputed territory dividing the 
United States from New Spain. Natchitoches was a 
picturesque frontier town, filled with adventurers 
eager to profit by the proximity of Spanish lands to 
the west. The town would provide an excellent observa
tion post for Shaler. The instability prevailing in 
the region might also afford him an opportunity to pur
sue his mission to Mexico, via the Interior Provinces 
of Hew Spain.

A sense of insecurity regarding his status as 
agent plauged Shaler during his residency in New Or
leans. A shake-up in Madison's cabinet in the spring 
of 1811 had resulted in the ouster of Robert Smith * 3

Special Agents, Shaler to Secretary of State 
James Monroe, New Orleans, Mar. 9, 1812.

3Ibid.

2
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from his post of Secretary of State. 1 James Monroe had 
quickly filled the vacancy. Shaler channelled his com
munications with Washington almost exclusively through 
the State Department. He feared that, with Smith out 
of favor, the President might have no further use for 
his services. His concern mounted when no word ar
rived from the capital advising him to continue at his

15post. He had little recourse hut to continue reporting 

to the secretary's office on the assumption that his 

mission remained the same. This action on Shaler's 

part proved to he fully warranted.

The lack of adequate transport upriver increased 

the American agent's irritation.0 The delay, however, 

proved fortuitous. On March 23, a Mexican revolution

ary named Bernardo Gutierrez de Lara arrived in Hew 

Orleans from Washington, where he had gone to solicit 

aid for his cause. Shaler was introduced to Gutierrez 

by William Claiborne, the Governor of Louisiana. 

Claiborne had just received orders from Washington "to 

expedite" the revolutionary's return to Mexico. The

^Tansill, "Robert Smith," pp. 192-93*
5Special Agents, William Shaler to President 

James Madison, Hew Orleans, Mar. 23, 1812.
^Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Hew Orleans, Mar. 9 and 

2 3, 1812.

4
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governor decided to place Gutierrez under the agent's
7care as both men had plans to go to Natchitoches.

During the interim prior to their departure, 
Shaier's chief task consisted in isolating Gutierrez 
from the influence of other agents who abounded in New 
Orleans at that time. To accomplish this end, Clai
borne suggested that the two share lodgings until the 
boat arrived to carry them to Natchitoches. 0 The 
governor also requested that Shaier loan his new pro
tege the necessary funds for the journey. Gutierrez 
had arrived in New Orleans in a state of financial em
barrassment. The government, Claiborne promised, would 
reimburse him at a later date. Shaier complied with
the request, providing Gutierrez with 250 dollars for

9lodging, food, and travel expenses.
Any account of the career of Bernardo Gutierrez 

must include a brief look at the history of Spanish 
Texas and the independence movement in that area of 
New Spain, ouch an account facilitates an understand
ing of his subsequent relationship with William

7Ibid., Governor William Claiborne to Shaier,
New Orleans, April 7, 1812.

8Ibid., Shaier to Monroe, New Orleans, Mar. 30,

9Ibid., Shaier to Monroe, Nat chit o die s, May 2 ,
1812
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Shaler.
Texas, as one of the Interior Provinces of New 

Spain, held a prominence out of proportion to its 
wealth or political influence, largely because of its 
proximity to foreign settlements. Although the province 
was relatively impoverished, the Spanish had long con
sidered it in their political strategy of "defensive 
expansion." Texas served as a buffer between Mexico 
and the possessions of European rivals, until Spain 
acquired Louisiana in 1763. After the United States 
purchased Louisiana in 1803, Texas again assumed stra
tegic importance. The transfer produced tension along 
the border between the Spanish and the expansion- 
minded Americans.

Physical occupancy had always determined ownership 
in the area. Prance had long claimed Texas as part of 
Louisiana, but had never contested de facto Spanish 
control. The American government, on the other hand, 
decided to press the old French claim and declared 
that Texas belonged to the United States.

Hostility and mutual suspicion made the possi
bility of a military clash an ever present danger. In 
1806, rival commanders took it upon themselves to 
establish a neutral zone between the two nations as a 
means of avoiding conflict. The borders of this "no
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man's land" were the Sabine River (the modern boundary 
of Louisiana) on the west and the Arroyo Hondo, a 
tributary of the Red River, on the east. The area ran 
south of Macogdoch.es, Texas, to the Rio Grande.1 ’̂

The area became a haven for outlaws of all kinds. 
The neutral-ground agreement had never stipulated pro
visions for joint administration of the area. Spanish 
and Anglo commanders made temporary agreements to 
drive out unwelcome inhabitants, but these forays 
proved difficult to organize quickly and effectively. 
Mutual suspicion prevented unilateral action, which, 
under the circumstances, offered the most efficient 
method of dealing with the situation.

when revolution broke out in New Spain in 1810, 
Texas became an important objective for both sides.
The revolts spread quickly, and Texas became one of 
several provinces controlled by a rebel faction. Cap
tain Juan .Bautista de Las Casas led a coup d'etat 
which overthrew royalist authority in San Antonio on 
January 22, 1811. The fortunes of the main rebel army 
under the leadership of Father Miguel Hidalgo y 
Costilla and Ignacio Allende, however, began to de-

"^Julia Kathryn Garrett, Green Flag Over Texas 
(Dallas: Cordova Press, 1939), p. 6.
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cline. The victorious royalists drove the revolution
ary army north toward the Interior Provinces. Al
though some of their original optimism had dissipated, 
the rebel leaders still held hopes of opening communi
cations with the United States once they reached 
Texas. "With assistance from the American government, 
they planned to launch an effective counter-attack.
The strategy seemed a sound one, since rebel forces

11held the province.
During this retreat, Bernardo Gutierrez first made 

contact with the revolutionary army. Gutierrez was a 
thirty-six year old blacksmith from the town of 
Revilla, in the Province of iiuevo Santander. He and 
his brother Jose", a cleric, had served the revolution
ary cause as pamphleteers since the inception of hos
tilities. Allende sensed Gutierrez' fervor and com
missioned him lieutenant colonel. He then ordered his 
new officer to return to his home province and recruit 
forces for the rebel cause.

Prior to Gutierrez1 departure, the insurgents 
learned that a counter-revolution had triumphed in San

^~Ibid.. pp. 40 and 64; Carlos E. Castaneda, Our 
Catholic Heritage in Texas. 1619-1936; Transition 
Period: The Eight for Freedom, 1610-1856 (6 vols.; 
Austin, Texas: Von Bookman-Jones Company, 1950), VI, 
pp. 29-50.
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Antonio in March, 1811. The loyalist junta there 
had, in addition, intercepted two emissaries dispatched 
by Allende to the United States. Gutierrez, hearing 
of ths setback, offered to attempt to reach Washing
ton. Allende gave him verbal authorization but com
manded him to first carry out his recruiting mission 
and then return to receive his credentials.

Before he could rejoin the revolutionary army, 
news came to Muevo Santander that loyalist forces had 
ambushed the rebels and completely routed them. After 
some deliberation, Gutierrez decided to try to nego
tiate aid with the United States without benefit of a 
written commission. With thirteen men, he set out for 
the Louisiana border in July, 1811, and, after some
harrowing experiences, finally reached Washington in

15December of the same year.
The Mexican revolutionary arrived at a fortuitous 

time to receive assistance. Congress had, on December 
1 1 , one day before his arrival, passed a resolution 
indicating a favorable attitude toward the revolutions

I P  ~Garrett, Green Flag, p. 55; and Castaneda, p.

15

12

20.
Castaneda, p. 57.
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14 /in the Spanish colonies. Gutierrez was also fortu
nate to have as his sponsor the Chief Clerk of the
State Department, John Graham, a man quite interested 

15in his cause. Furthermore, the Secretary of State, 
James Monroe, although maintaining the official 
United States' policy of neutrality and refusing to see 
revolutionary agents officially, nevertheless received 
them in an unofficial capacity! 0

Gutierrez met with Monroe three times between the 
twelfth and seventeenth of December. He proved a 
fairly shrewd negotiator. Cognizant of United States' 
interests, he stressed the possible trade advantages 
that would accrue from an independent Hew Spain. 
Gutierrez also played upon the mutual goal of keeping

"1  r - t

Europe out of the Western Hemisphere.'1'
Monroe attempted to use the American claim to

"^Holding Carter, Doomed Hoad of Empire: The 
Spanish Trail of Conquest (Hew York: McGraw-Hill, 
1963), p. 219.

15Walter F. McCaleb, The Conquest of the West 
(Hew York: Prentice-hall, 1947), pT 40.

■^Castañeda, p. 62.
17'Castaneda, pp. 63-64; Lorenzo de la Garza, Dos 

Hermanos Heroes (Ciudad Victoria, 1913), pp. 22-24; 
and Elizabeth West (ed.), "The Diary of Jose" Bernardo 
Gutiérrez de Lara," American Historical Review, XXXIV 
(May, 1928), pp. 71-72.
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Texas as the price for aid to the Mexican independence 
movement. Occupation of that province, he pointed out, 
would provide a good pretext for American intervention. 
Gutierrez was evasive on the question of the boundary 
dispute, replying that he had no authority to deal with 
a problem of such magnitude. He did suggest, however, 
the possibility of a temporary neutral-ground agreement 
including most of Texas, which a new Mexican government 
could negotiate with the United States during more 
tranquil times. '5'0

The Secretary of State countered with an offer to 
send fifty thousand troops to the Hio Grande in the 
event of war between the United States and Great Brit
ain. When Gutierrez asked that he submit the state
ment in writing, Monroe's evasion amounted to a nega
tive reply. The secretary also tacitly refused a re
quest that he, Gutierrez, command the potential force. 
The conferences closed on December 17, with Monroe 
giving further encouragement to Gutierrez to return to 
the existing rebel forces and there to extend to them 
the best wishes of the United States. The secretary

18Castaneda, pp. 65-64; Garza, pp. 22-24; ana 
West, pp. 71-72.
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also urged him to return to Washington armed with proper 
19credentials.

One can only infer the most crucial aspects of the 
meetings. No information exists to confirm the exact 
nature of the assistance, if any, that Monroe promised 
Gutierrez. The correspondence which the revolutionary 
maintained with John Graham, however, serves to il
luminate, to some extent, Gutierrez' interpretation of 
his relationship with the United States. The documents 
indicate that the Mexican held an optimistic view con
cerning the prospects for American aid. He explicitly 
stated that he was placing himself in the hands of 
the government in Washington and its representatives, 
Claiborne and Shaler. Throughout the correspondence,
Gutierrez painstakingly sought to avoid alienating the

. 20American government. The correspondence sheds no 
light on the conferences themselves but seems to indi
cate that Gutierrez interpreted the sessions with Mon
roe as very profitable to his cause.

19 —Castaneda, pp. 63-64; Garza, pp. 22-24; and West, pp. 71-72.
20United States National Archives, State Depart

ment, Correspondence Delating to the Filibustering Ex
pedition Against the Spanish Government of Mexico, 
1811-1816 (hereafter referred to as Filibustering
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Gutierrez remained in Washington until the end of 
December. Then, after a short residence in Philadel
phia, he left for New Orleans, where he met Shaler. 
After a journey of twenty days by keelboat, Shaler and 
Gutierrez arrived in Natchitoches. A Mexican revolu
tionary in the company of a strange American caused 
quite a stir in a town already primed for action 
against Spain. As in New Orleans, Shaler felt that 
his main duty consisted of keeping Gutierrez out of 
the hands of various schemers who wanted to utilize 
the Mexican's prestige to provide legitimacy for an 
assault on the Interior Provinces. Shaler proved suc
cessful in this endeavor, at least at the outset. The 
two men got on so well that he could confidently re
port to Monroe that Gutierrez, although "visited by 
several persons . . . invariably refused to communi
cate with anyone who was not introduced to him by

2ieither Claiborne or myself."
Gutierrez, while displaying a preference for his 

American friends, did not lack counter-offers. One

Correspondence), Bernardo Gutierrez to John Graham, 
Washington, Jan. 28, 1812, and Natchitoches, Apr. 28, 
and May 1 6 , 1812.

21Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
May 21, 1812.
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of the most tempting inducements came from a plantation 
owner in the Natchitoches area by the name of
Paillette. Paillette was a former French army officer

22who held the local office of Justice of the Peace.
In spite of his political office, he remained viru
lently anti-American. With the sanction of the 
French minister, Paillette offered Gutierrez 100,000 
dollars, 400 men and a large quantity of supplies if 
he would work to keep the British out of Texas. Gu
tierrez also received lucrative offers from American
groups eager to lead filibustering expeditions across 

23the border.
Shaler thus knew that some private force would

probably invade Texas. He reported this information
24to the State Department as early as May 7. Shaler 

was astute enough to realize that his protege could 
not hold out forever. Gutierrez could scarcely re
sist falling into the orbit of the intrigue that 
swirled around him. The Mexican had received news 
that his property in Hevilla had been confiscated and

OpIbid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, June 
1 2 , 1812.

25Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, May 7, 
1812. See also Castaneda, p. 70.

^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
May 7, 1812.
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his family placed, under arrest.
As an ardent nationalist, Shaler wanted any ex

pedition into Texas to he under the control of the 
American government. He thus conceived of an alterna
tive plan to thwart the inevitable filibuster. The 
scheme was contingent upon the likelihood of war with 
England. Shaler felt that the British, once such a 
conflict ensued, would very likely shift the Cadiz gov
ernment to Mexico. Such a move, he reasoned, would ex
pose the United States to attack at a point of great 
weakness. He proposed that the American government 
immediately remove the military post at Natchitoches 
to the Sabine; and reinforce it with a minimum of 500 
men and a detachment of cavalry.

I therefore conclude that in the event of war 
it will be considered a matter of absolute 
necessity to open communication with the re
publicans of the interior of New Spain; to 
arm them, to organize them and put them in a 
state to resist such an invasion if possible.

In order to implement such a strategy, Shaler opined 
that 5,000 men with a force in reserve would be suffi
cient to make contact with the rebel forces.

I propose not to be a judge of military affairs 
but I should suppose that a large portion of 
this force might consist of volunteers, as the

25

^Filibustering Correspondence, Gutierrez to 
Graham, Natchitoches, May 16, 1812.
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service would be popular, there would he no 
other difficulty than in the selection of 
proper officers. By such a disposition, if 
we were not able to effect complete revolu
tion, we should at least be able to offer an 
assylum /sic/ to the fugitives, to organize 
and discipline them and by defending the pŝ g- 
sage to the Rio Grande to secure invasion.
Shaler also enclosed a topographical report on the

area lying between the Sabine and the capital of Texas.
The information in the report is based upon an account
given him by a Mexican who frequently traversed the 

27area.
Shaler thus harkened back to his earlier philoso

phy that a natural alliance existed between the United 
States and the Latin American revolutionaries. He did 
not object to an invasion of Texas per se, but con
cerned himself with the type of invasion that would 
take place.

Overlooking nothing in an effort to make American 
influence pre-eminent, he continued to work with Gu
tierrez. Ke loaned the Mexican 200 dollars for the 
publication of incendiary pamphlets to be spread

Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
May 7, 1812. See also Castaneda, pp. 71-72; and Harris 
Gaylord Warren, The Sword Was Their Passport (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1943), p. 27.

27Special Agents, Topographical Report enclosed in 
Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, May 7, 1812. See also 
Castaneda, pp. 71-72; and Warren, p. 27.
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throughout the Interior Provinces. He also helped Gu
tierrez to compose a letter to General Rayon, a promi
nent revolutionist operating in northern Hew Spain.
In this communication, Gutierrez tried to convince the 
general of the strength of United States friendship.
He wrote that the Americans "only await the signal of 
their government to fly to our aid." The British he 
portrayed as aggressors and the mutual enemy of the 
United States and Mexico. Gutierrez further descrihed
his offers of aid from Prance, but stipulated, at the

28same time, his distrust of their intentions.
By July, Shaler realized that Gutierrez fully in

tended to join an expedition being formed in the neutral 
ground. In that month, Augustus Magee, a talented 
young West Point graduate stationed at Natchitoches, re
signed his lieutenant's commission to throw in with the 
prospective venture. Magee had recently been passed 
over for promotion and thus more easily succumbed to 
the allurement of "liberating" New Spain.

Credit given to Magee's recruitment traditionally 
goes to Samuel Davenport, an Indian agent and merchant 
of Nacogdoches. Davenport was a citizen of the province

O OSpecial Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
June 25, 1812. See also Garrett, Green Flag, pp. 113 
and 129-30.
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and trusted enough by the Spanish to be the purchaser 
of supplies in Louisiana. Acting in this capacity, he 
learned of the developments on the border and decided 
to cast his lot with the invaders. He later provided 
a valuable service as quartermaster for the rebel 
forces.

The would-be filibusterers anticipated a declara
tion of war by the United States against Great Britain.
A declared war would add some legitimacy to their enter
prise. When news to that effect came to Natchitoches 
during the last week of July, the final stages of pre
paration began. Magee assembled his troops in the 
neutral ground, and, on August 8, crossed the Sabine 
with his main force enroute to Nacogdoches.

Shaler, as mentioned previously, would have pre
ferred that such an invasion force be under the direct 
control of the American government. The Madison ad
ministration never implemented his plans to circumvent 
the invasion force. The question that then arises is 
to what extent did Shaler and the United States govern
ment involve themselves in the Gutierrez-Magee venture?

In spite of his reports to the State Department 
as early as three months before the invasion started, 
Shaler received no word from the State Department re
garding his conduct toward the situation until after
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the expedition began. Monroe finally sent a statement 
on the matter dated September 1, which would seem a 
bit tardy in view of the fact that the secretary ex
plicitly stated that he was responding to Shaler's 
letter of July 12. The message instructed Shaler that 
"it will be proper for you to discountenance the
measure as far as the expression of your opinion may 

29avail." If Monroe had been vitally concerned with 
curtailing the invasion, a quicker response would have 
been in order.

Opinions vary widely on the nature of Shaler's role 
in the Gutierrez-Magee expedition. Shaler lamented in 
his reports prior to the invasion that the various 
factions in Natchitoches concealed their plans from 
him. On June 12 he wrote to Monroe, "I am suspected
to be a public agent and my opinions are well known.

50All such information is kept from me." Later, in
July, he further attested to his awkward position:

By one party I am regarded as the director of 
/these/ plans, while the other believes me to 
be a spy upon their actions; so I am deprived 
of all information.

Shaler Bapers, Monroe to Shaler, Washington, 
Sept. 1, 1612.

Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
June 12, 1812.
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In the same letter, he decried the fact that Gutierrez 
had betrayed him and gone over to the side of the in
triguers . "/"L

Some historians, on the other hand, regard Shaler 
as the mastermind of the enterprise. One such student 
of the period feels that the agent had "a deciding in
fluence on the choice of Magee as a leader of the ex-

32pedition."
Shaler's actual role probably fell somewhere be

tween that of the expedition's leader and a mere pas
sive observer. As the revolution progressed, the in
vaders afforded him rather lofty status. Men like Gu
tierrez, Davenport, and Magee all contacted him for ad
vice at critical junctures in their enterprise. This 
factor alone would seem to make him less innocent than 
his laments to the Department of State indicate.

Shaler, at any rate, once he saw that the expedi
tion would proceed without hindrance, decided to profit 
from its consequences. On numerous occasions, he ex
pressed a desire that the success of the invasion

-^Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, July 12,
1812.

52y Warren, p. 26.
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33would allow him to proceed to Mew Spain.
However the above plan may be regarded ab
stractly Sir it appears to me obvious that if 
it is not stopped here/ which at the present 
does not seem likely/ that its sweep "beyond the 
Sabine should be completed and which in my 
judgement cannot fail if it is^conducted with 
common prudence /illegible/• I should there
fore endeavor to profit by its consequences 
and proceed to my destination /San Antonio/ 
as soon as there appears to be a shadow of 
safety.

The danger of incriminating the American government
34loomed as the only obstacle in his path.

The conduct of Governor Claibomae lends support to 
the charge that the United States was lax in stopping 
the invasion. Shaler had warned the governor of the
possibility of such an enterprise at least three and

35one-half weeks before it began. In addition, the 
entire territory knew that something was likely to 
happen. Claiborne must have realized the situation 
well in advance of its actual occurrence. In spite of 
this probable knowledge, the governor took no great 
pains to stop the expedition. In July he wrote to 
Judge Carr in Natchitoches, reminding him of the

•^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
July 12, Aug. 18, Oct. 1 and Nov. 12, 1812.

•^Ibid.. Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, July 12,
1812.

^5Ibid.
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Neutrality Act of 1794. This proclamation forbade 
American citizens to aid any kind of hostile action,
from inside the borders of the Union, against a nation

37with whom the United Utates shared a state of peace.'
Not until August 9, after Magee had departed, did 

the governor write to General Wilkinson, requesting 
him to aid civil authorities in squelching the expedi
tion.^8 Wilkinson held a command in the Natchitoches 
area. On the eleventh of August, Claiborne issued a 
statement condemning the expedition. He sent it to 
Judge Carr on August 12, the day that the rebels took
Nacogdoches. The message included an order to arrest

39all those who did not desist from becoming involved.
Captain Overton, the commander of the garrison at 

Natchitoches, writing to Wilkinson, expressed surprise 
at Claiborne's action because the affair had been so 
well-known from the s t a r t . S h a l e r  expressed dis
appointment with Claiborne's handling of the incident. 
If the governor had issued the statement earlier, he

36Warren, p. 29.
Griffin, p. 97.

^8Warren, p. 29.
•^Garrett, Green Flag, p. 154.
^^Castaneda, p. 188.
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reasoned, the expedition might never have gotten under
way. Claiborne's statement could hinder the venture;
but the enterprise had gathered too much momentum to

41fail completely.
In spite of the strong wording of Claiborne's 

proclamation, the measure apparently had very little 
to do with discouraging volunteers. Shaler's subse
quent reports to the State Department contained fre
quent references to the great number of men crossing 
the border to participate in the revolution as it 
progressed.

The autumn of 1812 brought encouraging news to 
the American agent. By October, the forces of Gutierrez 
and Magee had advanced from Nacogdoches to Villa de 
Salcedo on the Trinity River. Both towns surrendered 
without a struggle. In fact, the invaders received 
not only cheers, but also recruits for their ever in
creasing army. Shaler, learning of the fortunes of 
the enterprise, was elated. Unless Great Britain in
tervened, he wrote Monroe, the expedition stood little 
chance of failure. "The volunteering from the most in
significant beginning is growing into a torrent that 
will sweep the crazy remains of Spanish government

^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
Aug. 25, 1812.
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from tiie Internal Provinces and open Mexico to the po-
AOlitical influence of the U.S. . .

Although seemingly insignificant at the time, cer
tain factors came to the fore that marred the Ameri
can's unbridled optimism. Shaler had begun to have 
doubts about the ability of his former protege, Gu
tierrez. trior to his departure to join Magee on 
August 10, the Mexican visited Shaler.

Gutierrez, according to Shaler, desired to main
tain friendly relations with the American government.
He had come to apologize for his decision to join the 
invasion and to seek understanding from Shaler in hopes 
of support at a later date. Shaler, whose earlier ad
miration for the revolutionary had already begun to 
diminish, convinced himself that his attitude was 
well-founded. In recounting the incident, he stated 
that Gutierrez' conduct suffered from a "want of 
character." He said that the Mexican, in spite of the 
obvious strength of the rebels, left Eatchitoch.es

A "A"under the influence of fear." In spite of this

42Ibid.,
1812.

Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Oct. 5,

43Ibid.,
1812.

Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Aug. 18,
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drawback, the American agent saw no reason for the
venture to fail since Magee held the actual reins of
command. Gutierrez was only the titular head of the

44enterprise.
A second factor militating against the success of

the expedition appeared with the arrival of John
Robinson in Natchitoches in October of 1812. In a
letter dated September 1, Monroe informed Shaler of

*

Robinson's assignment to the Interior Provinces. The
secretary assured Shaler that Robinson's mission would

45not conflict with his own.
Monroe had addressed Robinson on July 1, giving 

him his instructions. The secretary ordered him to 
proceed to Chihuahua to open talks with the Commandant- 
General of the Interior Provinces, Remecio de Salcedo. 
The ostensible purpose of the talks involved methods 
of dispersing the "bandits" in the neutral ground. The 
administration sought to secure a permanent agreement 
if possible. Monroe also authorized Robinson to dis
cuss the boundary dispute between Spain and the United 
states. The steps taken by the American government

^ Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Aug. 18, 
sept. 15, and Oct. 5, 1812.

4ŜShaler Papers, Monroe to Shaler, Washington, 
Sept. 1, 1812.
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regarding the Floridas were to be justified on the 
grounds of necessity. Furthermore, Robinson was to in
form oalcedo that it might become necessary to seize 
East Florida due to hostilities with Great Britain.
Monroe further instructed his agent to promote com-

46merce between Mexico and the United States.
Robinson's departure from Natchitoches compli-

47cated matters considerably. When he arrived at the 
Trinity River on October 15, he encountered a suspi
cious rebel army. The leaders of the Gutierrez- 
Magee expedition, mindful of the Florida incidents, 
thought that Robinson had come to take possession of 
Texas in the name of the United States. Indeed, he 
had an American flag attached to the side of his bag
gage. The invaders allowed him to pass on only after 
promising that he would not divulge information to the 
Spanish concerning the rebel forces. Samuel Davenport 
later blamed Robinson for the misfortune that soon be-

^Filibustering Correspondence, Monroe to John 
Robinson, Washington, July 1, 1812. See also Isaac J. 
Cox, "Monroe and Early Mexican Revolutionary Agents," 
Annual Report of the American Historical Association,
I (1911), p. 203; and Warren, pp. 38-39.

47Filibustering Correspondence, John Robinson, 
"Report on the Mission to the Spanish Provinces in 
New Spain," MSS, Washington, July 26, 1813.
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fell the invaders.
Robinson's arrival in Ban Antonio gave the Governor 

of Texas, Manuel de Salcedo (a nephew of the commandant- 
general), a powerful propaganda weapon. He rallied his 
forces by stating that the invading army consisted of 
a motley crew of bandits, thoroughly condemned by the 
American government. Far from coming to liberate 
Texas, Salcedo told the citizens of San Antonio, the 
Gutierrez-Magee expedition concerned themselves only
with gains to be made at the Spanish citizens' ex-

49pense.
On December 11, 1812, Robinson arrived at 

Chihuahua. Although he remained in that city a month, 
he did little but arouse the suspicions of Nemecio de 
Salcedo, who questioned both his diplomatic status and 
the motives of the United States in permitting an ex
pedition to be formed. Salcedo was already acquainted 
with Robinson from a previous trip the latter had made

^Special Agents, Report of Samuel Davenport, 
enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Dec. 25, 
1812. See also Cox, p. 210; Warren, pp. 39-40; and 
Garrett, Green Flag, p. 165.

^Special Agents, Report of Samuel Davenport, 
enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Dec. 25, 
1812.

48
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T- 50into the Interior Provinces. The results of their 
contact had been unpleasant and Robinson's second ven
ture did little to alter the commandant's first impres
sion.

Some historians postulate that the United States 
sought to play both sides at the same time. The Madi
son administration sent Robinson, in their opinion, to 
balance the actions of Shaler, who supported the 
rebels. The United States feared Spanish collaboration 
with Great Britain, and Robinson's mission would pos
sibly act as a smokescreen in order to make it appear
that the American government discountenanced the ex- 

51pedition. Most students of the period agree that the 
Robinson mission, at best, displayed a marked tactless
ness on the part of the United States.

Robinson's instructions were given to him approxi
mately one month before the invasion took place. In 
authorizing Robinson to discuss means of dealing with 
the men in the neutral ground, Monroe possibly anti
cipated an invasion of Spanish territory, through re-

Garrett, Green H a g , p. 163; and Cox, p. 209.
51For a discussion of historical interpretations 

of Robinson's mission, see Garrett, Green Flag, p.
163; and Cox, p. 210.
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ports received from Shaler. If the secretary was act
ing on that assumption, then his action placed the 
American government in a cynical light, in view of 
the fact that no steps were taken to stop the in
vasion.

Robinson, for his own part, behaved curiously 
after leaving Chihuahua. On his way back to the border,
he became involved with a group of revolutionaries

52operating out of hew Mexico. He later even planned 
his own expedition against Mew Spain.

Filibustering Correspondence, John Robinson, 
"Report on the Mission to the Spanish Provinces in 
New Spain," MSS, Washington, July 26, 1813.
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CHAPTER IV
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE 
FIRST REPUBLIC OF TEXAS

The rebel army, meanwhile, had encountered diffi
culties. While the army was enroute to San Antonio, 
a royalist deserter arrived in camp and informed Magee 
that Governor Manuel de Salcedo had encamped at the 
Guadalupe River, blocking the way to the capital. The 
insurgents determined to proceed instead to La Bahia, 
a presidio near the Gulf Coast, some eighty miles from 
San Antonio. When the invaders arrived, they found, 
much to their delight, that most of the loyalists had 
fled; the few remaining soldiers came over to the side 
of the rebels. Their joy was shortlived, however, be
cause on November 13, 1812, Salcedo arrived and laid 
seige to the presidio.^

As the days passed, republican morale began to 
sink. The sudden turn of events had a devastating 
effect on Magee. He had counted on spontaneous up
risings to follow in the wake of his "army of libera-

■*"Warren, p. 42; Carter, p. 225; and Castaneda,
p. 94.
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tion." This expectation had not been realized. He now 
faced a Spanish army determined to crush his venture.
The citizens of the town, realizing that the royalists 
had gained the initiative, became increasingly dis
enchanted with the revolutionary cause.

The seige was in its third week when Magee and 
his American officers met and voted to contact Sal
cedo in order to determine the necessary conditions 
for withdrawal. The officers decided to tell the gov
ernor that they had been misled into thinking that 
they represented a popular cause. Negotiators were 
sent to the royalist army, but the conditions demanded 
by Salcedo were such that Gutierrez and the other 
Mexican soldiers would receive no pardon. The Americans 
refused the offer.

During these dark days, the invaders dispatched 
Samuel Davenport to Natchitoches with letters ad
dressed to Shaler from both Gutierrez and Magee. Some 
significance must be attached to the fact that Daven
port should report directly to the American agent. 
Despair marked the dominant tone of both communica
tions. Each of the commanders made a direct appeal 
for American military aid. Gutierrez retreated from 
his earlier position by asking for union between the 
United States and the territory that the rebels then
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held. Magee's communication contained a similar re
quest. "My hopes of effecting a Revolution in the coun
try with the means I now hold are entirely blasted.
. . ." He requested that the United States take pos-

2session of Texas as far as the Rio Grande.
In an admonishing response to Magee, Shaler ex

pressed his disappointment over the misfortune that the 
expedition had suffered. He rebuked the American com
mander for his lack of perseverance. "Your offer to 
capitulate confounds and astonishes me. I do not per
ceive that anything had occurred more than what any 
reflecting man must have anticipated." He continued in 
the same vein:

Ho person has been more jealous of your fame 
than myself and none more desires so sin
cerely that you should by your conduct in 
this expedition furnish our friends and your 
country an excuse for undertaking it.

Shaler told Magee he would have to break through to San 
Antonio before he could even begin to hope for as
sistance. If he could manage to capture the Texas 
capital, then the existing conflict with Britain could 
provide a pretext by which the United States could in-

^Special Agents, Gutierrez to Shaler, La Bahia,
Nov. 25, 1812, and Augustus Magee to Shaler, La Bahia, 
Nov. 25, 1812, both enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, 
Natchitoches, Dec. 25, 1812.
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tervene. The Madison administration had already ear
marked East Florida for occupation, ostensibly to keep
it out of British hands. Perhaps the President would

3include Texas in this overall strategy.
On February 6 , Magee died. The American commander 

had been suffering from a disease that conceivably had 
a great influence upon his behavior at La Bahia. Com
mand of the American contingent fell to Colonel Samuel 
Kemper. Gutierrez also assumed a real authority more 
in keeping with his lofty title of Commander-in-Chief. 4

The seige continued, taking its toll in morale on 
both sides. Finally, in a series of sharp encounters, 
the rebels succeeded in inflicting heavy losses on 
Salcedo's army. Short on supplies, and receiving no 
response to his request for reinforcements, the gov
ernor finally withdrew on February 19, 1813- The tide 
had now turned in the rebel's favor. Determined to 
follow up their victory, the forces of Gutierrez and 
Kemper began to march on San Antonio, and succeeded

^Ibid., Shaler to Magee, Natchitoches, Dec. 20,
1812, enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Dec. 
2 5, 1812.

^Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Apr. 3,
1813.
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in capturing the city on April 2.
Troubles, however, lay beneath the surface of 

tangible success. Tension existed in the form of a 
widening split between Gutierrez and the American offi
cers. The Mexican commander was probably cognisant of 
Magee's attempt to negotiate for withdrawal from La 
Bahia. Shortly before his death, the late commander

g
had given orders to retreat. The other officers 
countermanded the order, owing to Magee's severe ill
ness. The conduct of the Americans, on the other hand, 
must have caused Gutierrez some insecurity regarding 
their behavior in the future. Moreover, when the vic
torious army entered San Antonio, the American offi
cers took up residence in Salcedo's home while Gu
tierrez and the Mexicans quartered themselves in the 
old mission known as the Alamo. The formal surrender
of arms, which Gutierrez had planned, never material-

7ized, adding further to the tension.
The incident that paved the way for an irrevocable 

split occurred on the night of April 3. Bor various

^Castaneda, pp. 95-97; and Garter, pp. 227-28. 
^Castaneda, p. 95.
^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 

June 13, 1813; and Carter, p. 228.

5
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reasons, including that of a dispute arising over the 
treatment of Salcedo and his officers, Gutierrez gave 
orders to transport those prisoners out of San Antonio. 
The Mexican leader was probably aware of the fickle 
quality of the populace and feared that Salcedo pos
sessed the capability of undermining the revolution if 
he permitted the governor to remain. On that night, a 
detachment of 100 men led by Corporal Antonio Delgado 
approached the place of Salcedo’s internment. When 
questioned about their presence, Delgado replied that 
he and his men were under orders from Gutierrez to es
cort the prisoners to their new place of incarceration. 
The party succeeded in obtaining the release of Sal
cedo and the officers, then proceeded out of the city.
A short distance away, at a place known as La Tablita,
the escort party halted and summarily executed the

8royalist prisoners.
Controversy has raged since that time as to 

whether Gutierrez actually gave the orders for the 
slaughter. The weight of opinion favors the Mexican 
commander. One source takes into account the testimony 
of Guillermo Navarro, a royalist officer interred in 
San Antonio at the time of the incident. Navarro, who 8

8Carter, pp. 230-31; and Garza, pp. 49-51.
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later escaped, reported to his superiors that a mixed 
group ox Mexicans and Americans shared the responsi
bility for ¡Salcedo's murder. The point that the 
author seeks to make, in recording this bit of testi
mony, is that the murder can best be imputed to mob

Qrule. Most historians dealing with the period have 
adopted this interpretation.

Gutierrez now had to decide whether to move im
mediately in an effort to bring the Interior Irovinces 
under his sway, or to concentrate upon political prob
lems. He chose the latter and on April 6 issued a 
Declaration of Independence. The opening paragraph 
proved significant:

. . . We have the right to establish our own 
government; and that henceforth, all legiti
mate authority shall emanate from the people 
to whom alone this right belongs; that hence
forth we are forever absolved from o^g duty 
and obligation to any foreign power.""
A constitution followed on April 17, setting up 

a provisional government. The first article declared 
the ¡State of Texas to be an integral part of the na
tion of Mexico and inseparable from it. The remainder 
of the constitution describes a political system very 9

9 —Castaneda, p. 99.
"^Quoted in ibid. , p. 61.
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much like that of the Spanish colonial governments. The 
Catholic religion maintained its legal recognition. The 
chief executive was the governor, elected by a junta.
In addition to the normal administrative functions, the 
governor and junta had vast appointive powers. The 
city of San Antonio was to be governed by two mayores 
and four district commissioners chosen by the junta. 
Police power in the city was in the hands of a cabildo. 
The Superior Audiencia became the primary organ of ju
dicial authority in Texas. The constitution, in addi
tion to granting the audiencia authority to judge 
criminal cases, also empowered its judges to establish 
a code of criminal law. The framers of the constitu
tion adopted the previous regime's model for the ad
ministration of the other towns in the province. The 
governor chose military officers to administer these 
local governments.^

Samuel Kemper saw clearly that the role of the 
Americans in the new government would be minimal. The 
junta contained only one Anglo. In addition, the new 
government granted no special consideration to the

11Julia Kathryn Garrett, "The First Constitution 
of Texas, April 17, 1813," Southwestern historical 
Quarterly, XL (May, 1937), pp. 305-308. See also 
Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Batchitoches, May 
14, 1813.
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Americans in return for their military service. As a
result, Samuel Kemper and 100 of his officers re-

12quested furloughs and departed for Natchitoches.
Although Shaler received a letter of explanation

from Gutierrez concerning the massacre, and copies of
the declaration of independence and the constitution,
the discontented American soldiers arriving from the
capital constituted his main source of information.
Already skeptical of Gutierrez' leadership qualities,
he readily accepted the word of the Anglo volunteers.
Letters to Monroe dated May 7 and 14 illustrate
Shaler's belief that the new president of the Texas

13Republic permitted the murders to occur.
In addition to the expressions of shock that

Shaler displayed over Gutierrez' alleged atrocities,
the news of the Mexican's political manuevering also
incensed the American agent. He was decidedly angry
about the Mexican's decision to form a government
rather than to press the revolution forward:

It appears evident that on the reduction of 
San Antonio a man of the least capacity might 
with the resources found there have com
pleted emancipation of the four- provinces

I P Castaneda, p. 102; and Carter, p. 232.
^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 

May 7 and 14, 1813.
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and have given a blow to Spanish power in 
Mexico that would have been-, felt to the 
shore of the Pacific. . . .
1’he type of government adopted by the rebels also

galled Shaler. He viewed the recently established
15constitution as "an absurd revolutionary farce."

The declaration's statement of solidarity between 
Texas and Mexico could not have provided a source of 
comfort to Shaler either, considering the time he had 
spent in trying to influence Gutie'rrez' political 
philosophy.

The combination of events in San Antonio led 
Shaler to immerse himself, to a greater extent, in the 
affairs of the revolution. From this time forward, he 
focused his attention on the removal of Gutierrez. Op
portunity presented itself in the form of Josê  Alvarez 
de Toledo y Dubois, who arrived in Natchitoches on 
April 26, 1813, enroute to Nacogdoches. Toledo, a 
native of Cuba, had encountered Gutierrez while the 
latter was in Washington, and the two had conspired to 
join forces in revolutionizing Mexico. Toledo had 
agreed to remain behind and promote the cause while

~*~̂Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, June 12,
1813.

15
1813.

Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, May 14,
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Gutierrez returned to Texas.
Toledo apparently created a favorable first im

pression on Shaler. A former delegate to the Cortes in 
Cadiz, Toledo had fled Spain because of his outspoken 
sympathies for the revolutionary movements. Toledo, 
prior to meeting Gutierrez, discussed the possibility 
of promoting revolution in Cuba with Secretary Monroe. 
As a result of this meeting, he secured a letter of 
reference to william Shaler, who was at that time in 
Havana. 17 Although Toledo later decided to forego 
the proposed mission to Cuba, the fact that Monroe 
held him in high regard served to increase Shaler's 
respect for him.

When Toledo departed for Nacogdoches, Shaler 
watched his progress carefully. Upon his arrival 
there, the Cuban attempted to reorganize the social 
and political fabric, which apparently had fallen into 
a state of chaos since the fall of Spanish authority. 
Toledo's efforts, in Shaler's estimation, met with 
remarkable success. Shaler became convinced that 
Toledo represented all those virtues which Gutierrez

1 Castaneda, p. 66.
^Filibustering Correspondence, Jose" Alvarez de 

Toledo y Dubois to Monroe, Philadelphia, Jan. 4,
1812. See also Cox, p. 203; and Castaneda, p. 67.

16
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so conspicuously lacked.
Shaler communicated his favorable estimation of 

Toledo in a letter to the Department of State on May 
7, 1815.

18

. . .  it appears to me important to the U.S. 
as well as to humanity that as small an in
spiration should be given to the revolution 
as the nature of the /case/ will permit, for 
barbarism and cruelty can only lead to mili
tary despotism of the most dangerous species.
A man of humanity with talent and an en
lightened mind such as I take General Toledo 
to be can give such an impulse. y
Shaler thus determined to support Toledo in hopes 

that the revolution could be given leadership more to 
the agent's liking. He realized the dangerous im
plications of such an active role, but felt that the 
possible outcome warranted the risks he would take.
He communicated his decision to the State Department:

These things place me in a very delicate 
situation, but I will endeavor to do what 
I conceive to be my duty at all hazards.
I may be mistaken for in these times every
thing becomes suspicious.

Shaler went on to say that one could not help but take 
risks when the choice involved such a clear-cut dis
tinction between the cruelty and darkness of the re-

Special Agents, 
June 12, 1813.

18 Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches,

19Ibid.. Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, May 7,
1815.
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gime in power, and the greatness which Toledo's
20leadership could bring to the movement.

Two major obstacles stood in the way of promoting 
Toledo to a position of power in San Antonio. The 
first task involved a squabble between the Cuban and 
a man named Nathaniel Cogswell. The two men had pre
viously worked together in Philadelphia, gathering sup
port for the revolution. They had agreed to accompany 
each other to Texas to join the revolt in progress.
A falling-out occurred, however, over the alleged mis
use of revolutionary funds by Cogswell for his own 
purposes. When Toledo departed for Louisiana, he in
formed Cogswell that his company was no longer de
sired.̂ "*"

Cogswell, in retaliation, penned a letter to Gu
tierrez in San Antonio, accusing Toledo of treachery 
to the movement through his association with individu- 
als hostile to the revolution. Gutierrez apparently 
chose to believe the charges against the Cuban. 'When

20Ibid.. Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, May 14,
1813 •

2^Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, June 12,
1813.

22Ibia., Cogswell to Gutierrez, Pittsburgh,
Dec. 24, 1812, enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, Natchi
toches, June 12, 1813.
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Toledo arrived in iiacogdoch.es, he sent one of his com
panions, Juan Mariano Picornell, to Ban Antonio. When 
Toledo's emrnisary arrived, Gutierrez sent him packing 
with instructions to the Cuban that he should not join 
the revolution because many believed him to be a 
traitor. Gutierrez advised him to return to Louisiana
and work at recruiting volunteers until the matter

23could be settled.
Shaler, after interviewing two of Toledo's com

panions, determined that Cogswell was guilty of char
acter assassination. On June 28, 1813, he confronted 
Cogswell as the latter, with his own party, prepared 
to cross the border on his way to San Antonio. Shaler 
brought with him several prominent citizens from 
Iiatchitoch.es to act as witnesses. Cogswell based his 
case against Toledo upon the latter's supposed associa
tion with anti-revolutionary officials in Spain. He 
also sought to buttress his own position by presenting 
letters of recommendation in his own behalf to indi
cate, according to Shaler, that his actions had the 
approval of certain officials in Washington. After 
eleven hours of testimony, Shaler apparently succeeded 
in repudiating Cogswell's arguments to the satisfaction

^Castaneda, p. 109.
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of those present, Even the companions of Cogswell
24agreed to go over to Toledo's side.

The incident is significant not only because it 
eliminated support for Gutierrez; the confrontation 
also displayed the power that Shaler had to shape 
events in the area. Even given the fact that Shaler 
possessed a strong personality, the prestige asso
ciated with his status of agent of the American gov
ernment must have played the decisive part in turning 
the tide against Cogswell. A private citizen would 
have experienced difficulty in persuading twenty men 
of stature in the community to accompany him as Shaler 
did. Shaler was a relative new-comer to the Natchi
toches area. Had he not possessed some credentials 
which commanded respect, the confrontation would have 
pitted one stranger's word against another's.

A second task lay ahead, also related to the 
clearing of Toledo's name, how that Shaler had re
moved the negative aura from his new protege, he had 
to devise a method to enhance Toledo's reputation at 
Gutierrez' expense.

One of Toledo's companions, Aaron Mower, was a

^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
June 12, 1813-
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printer. The Cuban's contingent possessed the far
sightedness to bring a printing press to the frontier 
with them. Shaler thus saw a golden opportunity to in
fluence public opinion. El Mexicano appeared on June 
19. Printed in both Spanish and English, the tabloid 
launched a vicious attack on the Gutierrez regime.

The public voice accuses the Governor and Pro
tector, as he styles himself, as responsible 
for the most frightful calamities. Since his 
entry he has committed errors, weaknesses and 
monstrougj-crimes that we shudder at in re
cording. 5

The paper was carried to San Antonio and distributed 
among the soldiers and citizens. New recruits, aug
menting the republican forces, began to enter the fray

26with a preconceived bias toward Gutierrez.
Meanwhile, the American agent turned another inci

dent to his advantage. In early June, a worried mes
senger arrived at Natchitoches seeking an interview 
with Shaler. According to Shaler, the messenger had 
been dispatched from San Antonio to New Orleans with a 
member of the junta to deliver a packet to Pierre 
Girard, the French consul in that city. Becoming

2')Ibid., El Mexicano, June 19, 1813- The paper 
was probably mailed by Shaler to Monroe but is not 
filed with any particular dispatch.

2^Garrett, Green Flag, pp. 195-96.
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suspicious, the subordinate sent the packet on to Kew 
Orleans but declined to go himself. The messenger 
knew enough to give Shaier an adequate description of
the packet's contents. According to his testimony, a

27plot was being engineered in ban Antonio.
Shaier's understanding of the plan appeared in

the section of El Mexicano entitled "Foreign News."
We learn by letter from New Orleans that 
there exists in that city and on the island 
of Baratarla, a corps of about 600 men com
posed principally of mulattos, but in the 
past exercised of every species of robbery 
and violence, who are in a state of readi
ness to depart for the coast of Texes /sic7 
to reinforce the Governor and Protector as 
he styles himself of that state.

The story further reported that Girard himself waited
at Matagorda Bay to assist the invaders, but tragedy
had struck and the ship carrying the reinforcements

28had been wrecked off the coast.
Shaier attributed the plot to the influence of a 

man named Massicolt, then serving as Gutiérrez' Secre
tary of State. Shaier believed that Massicolt held a 
commission as a French agent. The American had

^Special Agents, Shaier to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
June 12, 1813.

¿SIbid., El Mexicano, June 19, 1813.
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earlier encountered him during his mission to Cuba. 
Massicolt later died after a clash between the rebels 
and the Spanish troops, seeking to recapture San An
tonio. His death and the wreck of the French ship off 
the Texas coast apparently eliminated the threat from 
that quarter for the remainder of the time that the 
rebels held power in Texas.

Having waged a propaganda campaign against the 
Texas president, Shaler and Toledo dispatched Henry 
Adams Bullard to San Antonio to extend further the 
battle of words. Bullard was one of Toledo's original 
party and decidedly loyal to the Cuban. Joseph B. 
Wilkinson, the son of the famous and controversial gen
eral, accompanied Bullard to the capital, despite oppo
sition from Shaler. Shaler feared that Wilkinson's 
presence could implicate the United States to a greater 
extent than he desired. On the other hand, Shaler de
voted himself openly to Toledo's candidacy. He wrote 
Monroe in July, stating that he would support the Cuban 
"in every way in my power consistent with my situation, 
this from the unbridled conviction all parties have in

29Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, hatchitoch.es, 
June 12, 1813. oee also Warren, p. 59.
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me will be an easy task."
Meanwhile, on June 21, the rebels had mustered 

their deteriorating forces and repulsed a royalist 
threat in a surprise dawn attack. The forces of 
Lieutenant Colonel Ignacio Elizondo, which had ap
peared at San Antonio on June 16, were completely 
routed. The rebels, however, declined to follow up
their victory by pursuing Elizondo, an omission which

31later brought dire consequences to the revolution.
The victory, although buying time for the insurgents, 
did little to heal the leadership rift or to remove the 
threat of future royalist attacks. In spite of the 
outcome of the battle, Shaler received a request from 
the American officers that he recommend a leader to re- 
place Gutierrez.

Bullard and Wilkinson arrived in San Antonio prior 
to the encounter and began propagandizing in favor of 
Toledo. Bullard apparently engaged the president in a 
debate before an assemblage of key officials and mill—

■^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
July 14, 1813.

■^Carter, p. 234; and Castaneda, p. 108.
Shaler Papers, unknown American officer to 

Shaler, San Antonio, June 28, 1813; Special Agents, 
Shaler to Monroe, Port Claiborne, July 10, 1813; and 
Warren, p. 63.
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tary officers. The argument concerned the relative 
merits of Toledo as a potential leader. Gutierrez, 
playing on the traditional religious beliefs of the 
people, accused Toledo of Freemasonry. He argued that 
the advocacy of religious freedom could only bring 
civil strife and misery to the citizens of Texas. Bul
lard attempted to refute this line of reasoning by 
stating that a government of free men could function 
only where civil liberties flourished. His trump card,
however, was the threat of the American officers to

33leave if a new leader was not chosen.
The junta met on June 27. Gutierrez' arguments 

proved persuasive as the body agreed to admit Toledo 
only with severe restrictions on freedom of religion. 
The American officers refused the offer, according to 
Wilkinson's report to Shaler. Miguel Menchaca, a 
Mexican officer and a stalwart throughout the cam
paign, sided with the Anglos. Wilkinson evoked 
Shaler's opinion of the situation to swing the re
sponse toward Toledo. He justified his use of Shaler's 
name on the grounds of necessity, pointing out the 
weight that his views carried with the American offi-

•^Special Agents, Henry Adams Bullard to Shaler, 
San Antonio, June 27, 1813, enclosed in Shaler to 
Monroe, Natchitoches, July 14, 1813.
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cers. The junta convened again on the same night and 
altered its earlier decision. Toledo was to be 
called to ban Antonio to assume the duties of presi
dent . ̂

Shaler now anticipated a journey to San Antonio.
He proceeded as far as Nacogdoches when a mishap
slowed him down long enough to receive a communication

35from the State Department. The letter, dated June 
5 , 1 8 1 3, stated:

The President is desirous that you observe 
strictly your instructions not to interfere in 
the affairs of that province, as to encourage 
armament of any kind against the existing gov
ernment. The United States being at peace 
with Spain, wishes to preserve that relation 
with whatever government may exist there.
This is the spirit of the instructions given 
you at the commencement of your services and 
they have never, sir, been altered. Per
ceiving that you contemplate proceeding to 
San Antonio, I have to request that you de
cline doing so until you receive further in
structions on the Subject.J
Shaler, in his reply of August 7, seemed upset 

by the rebuke. "I regret exceedingly having taken any * 7

34Ibid.. Joseph ±5, "Wilkinson to Shaler, San An
tonio, June 27, 1813, enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, 
Natchitoches, July 14, 1813.

35Ibid., Shaler to Monroe, Port Claiborne, Aug.
7, 1813.

36Shaler Papers, Monroe to Shaler, Washington, 
June 5, 1813.
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step that does not meet the approbation of the Presi
dent, as it has been my endeavor to conform to the 
spirit of my ins tactions." He further stated that his 
involvement with Toledo was strictly a personal one.
In his view, he had a moral obligation to save the Cu
ban's reputation. Shaler also felt bound to combat 
Cogswell's pretensions to official government support. 
With the Neutrality Proclamation of 1797 in mind,
Shaler wrote that the volunteers crossed the border 
into Texas in small groups disguised as hunters. This 
measure tended to belie the suspicion that an armed in
vasion had been prepared inside the boundaries of the 

57United States.
The last statement is a curious one. Since the

beginning of the invasion, Shaler had received only
three letters from the Department of State prior to
Monroe's communication of June 5. The most important
of these messages was the letter of September 1,
1812, in which Monroe instructed him not to espouse

38openly the cause of the insurgents. Shaler appar
ently interpreted Monroe's words to mean that as long

•^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Port Clai
borne, Aug. 7, 1813.

■^Shaler Papers, Monroe to Shaler, Washington, 
Sept. 1, 1812.
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as he did not publicize his actions, he could encourage 
the rebels. The State Department’s silence amounted to 
tacit agreement.

What, then prompted Monroe, ten months after the 
invasion began, to state so explicitly a policy of 
neutrality and warn Shaler away from involvement in the 
insurrection? Monroe was responding to Shader's letter 
of May 7, which related the massacre of Salcedo and an
nounced the agent's intention of proceeding to San An
tonio for the purpose of counteracting Gutierrez' al- 

39leged cruelty. The American government became 
alarmed at the idea of Shaler's overt involvement in 
the affair. The execution of the governor of the Inter
ior Provinces of Texas would surely arouse the ire of 
the Spanish. The presence of an American agent, no mat
ter what the motivation, could only inflame them further.

The United States was deeply enmeshed in a war with 
Great Britain. Monroe quite possibly acted out of fear 
of arousing the Spanish to attack the vulnerable south
western boundary of the United States in retaliation for 
American involvement in the Texas invasion. Monroe's 
behavior is interesting, however, in view of the fact that

39Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Datchitoches,
May 7, 1813.
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lie chose to remain silent on the matter of involvement 
until events occurred that could have placed the United 
States in an embarrassing position. Earlier, on Febru
ary 1, 1813, Monroe sent Shaler a passport in order to

4-0aid his mission to Mexico. The June letter revoked 
the permission to proceed.

Bernardo Gutierrez departed from San Antonio on 
August 6, giving Toledo a complete victory in the bat
tle for leadership. The triumph, however, was a dubi
ous one. Toledo was a Cuban, a fact not destined to 
win the undying affection of the Mexican troops. To al
leviate some of the abrasions that existed, the new com
mander divided the army into two parts, one Mexican and 
Indian, and the other Anglo-American. In spite of the 
differences at the top, the soldiers themselves had al
ways fought well together. Dividing them proved costly 
to morale, as the move only served to split the soldiers 
along the same lines as the officers.^

Royalist General Joaquin Arredondo, in the mean
time, was on the march from Laredo with an army rein
forced by Spanish veterans of the Napoleonic Wars. By 
the second week of August, he was camped only thirty- 
five miles from San Antonio, waiting for a new force

^Shaler Papers, Monroe to Shaler, Washington,
Feb. 1, 1813.

41Castaneda, p. 112



under Elizondo to join them. Toledo realized that he 
had to prevent the two royalist forces from uniting.
He wanted to begin a march immediately, but could not 
get all his forces mobilized. Intrigue by the ubiqui
tous Menchaca kept a sizable portion of the Mexican 
contingent inactive. By the time Toledo finally suc
ceeded in gathering his army, Arredondo and Elizondo

42had already joined forces.
The rival forces met at the Medina River on

August 18, 1813. Elizondo redeemed himself by luring
the rebels into a trap. The patriot army, experiencing
difficulty in maintaining proper coordination, charged
Elizondo's elements, thinking that they constituted
the main body of the enemy. The main portion of
Arredondo's seasoned troops soon caught the rebels in
an ambush. The carnage was terrible on both sides.
In spite of their original disadvantage, the rebels
nearly breached Arredondo's lines when the Spaniards
rallied and drove them back. The victory became a
rout. Approximately one thousand invaders lay dead by

44four o'clock that afternoon. The rebel army was 
completely dispersed. The entire adventure had flue-

4-2Warren, pp. 66-67.
^Castaneda, p. 115»
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tuated on the ebb and flow of morale. The invaders had 
to keep winning in order to remain united. Such a mot
ley crew would have faced grave problems under any cir
cumstances in maintaining cohesion in their movement. 
Like so many revolts throughout history, no essential 
changes followed military conquest. The lack of a 
specific program for reform made the rebel forces vul
nerable. When defeat came, nothing remained to rally 
the movement.

Many of the insurgents made their way toward the
border. Toledo arrived in Nacogdoches in September
and announced that he intended to make a stand; but
Shaler persuaded him of the futility of the situation,

44so the Cuban fled into Louisiana. Arredondo dis
patched Elizondo to round up enemy stragglers.
Elizondo succeeded in capturing a number of Mexicans 
but exhibited a surprising leniency toward American 
captives, allowing them to make their exit from Texas 
unopposed.

Shaler sent news of the rebels' defeat to Washing
ton, along with a detailed report of "The Battle of

^Special Agents, Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, 
Sept. 5, 1813. See also Warren, p. 68.
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4. RMedina." The fall of the insurgent government in 
Texas marked the end of Shaler's mission. On Septem
ber 19, 1813, Shaler announced his intention to depart

A C

from Natchitoches. 1 After a short delay, he returned 
to Washington.

^Special Agents, report on the "Battle of Medina" 
enclosed in Shaler to Monroe, Natchitoches, Sept. 5, 
1813.

46Castaneda, p. 120.



CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

So ended a phase of William Shaler's diplomatic 
career. Like other agents sent to Latin America dur
ing the second decade of the nineteenth century, Shaler 
held strong anti-royalist views. Far from disqualify
ing him, his attitude seemed to serve as somewhat of a 
prerequisite for employment. Shaler's connection with 
Robert Smith tends to support this assertion.

In general, Shaler exerted a conscientious effort 
to follow Madison's instructions. As a quasi-official 
representative to Cuba, his duties naturally included 
dealing with the constituted authorities. His commis
sion, at the same time, included orders to seek out 
separatist sentiment on the island.

Later, in aiding Gutierrez' return to New Spain, 
Shaler acted upon a specific request by Governor Clai
borne with the tacit approval of the government in 
Washington. No conclusive evidence has yet come forth 
proving that the American agent played a key role in 
the invasion that followed on August 8 , 1812. Shaler, 
however, enjoyed a high degree of prestige with those 
who participated in the expedition and thus was in an
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advantageous position to exercise influence over the 
venture as it progressed.

Shaler could not have acquired the authority that 
he exhibited unless the revolutionary leaders and 
prominent citizens of Natchitoches at least suspected 
that he represented the American government. In the 
first place, letters requesting American aid came 
directly to him from the rebel camp. Secondly, the 
messenger bearing the clandestine communication to the 
French consul in New Orleans sought out Shaler when he 
began to suspect irregular activity on the part of the 
junta in San Antonio. Finally, Shaler's ability to 
mobilize prominent citizens from Natchitoches to act 
as witnesses in the interrogation of Nathaniel Cogswell 
indicates that he possessed more stature than ordinary- 
citizens. Shaler, in addition, was a relative stranger 
to Natchitoches.

The American agent probably did not play a deci
sive role in organizing the expedition. He would have 
preferred that the United States take more direct 
action, as outlined in his proposal to Monroe of May 
7. Once the invasion became inevitable, however,
Shaler decided to turn the enterprise to his best ad
vantage .

Not until after April, 1813, did Shaler assume a
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direct role in the revolt. As a sincere republican, 
he was no doubt alarmed over Gutie'rrez' reversion to 
old colonial forms of government in Texas. On a less 
altruistic note, Shaler probably opposed the inde
pendent attitude stipulated in the constitution and 
declaration of independence, which excluded Americans 
from important positions in the new state.

Shaler, for whatever motivation, embarked on a 
campaign to oust Gutierrez and place Toledo in the 
presidential chair of Texas. In addition to pub
lishing the rabid propaganda sheet El Eexicano, he 
announced to the otate Department a determination to 
proceed to San Antonio. Once in the capital, he would 
take a hand in reorganizing a new government. The 
Madison administration, deeply involved in a war with 
Great Britain, became alarmed at the agent's activism 
and decided to stop him. Monroe's letter of June 5 
admonished him for violation of the "spirit" of his 
instructions.

Assuming that Shaler did violate the spirit of 
his commission, what does this imply about the for
eign policy of the United States? In viewing the 
American agent's commission and his subsequent inter
action with the American government, one can only as
sume that the Madison administration pursued a de-
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liberately ambiguous policy toward Latin America. The 
United States was cautious and flexible, in the belief 
that such an approach constituted the best method of 
coping with the existing international situation.

The executive surely realized that Shaler's offi
cial consular duties tended to negate his unofficial 
mission of liaison between his government and the 
revolutionary groups. Such a position could only 
strain relations with Spain while at the same time 
provide no great incentive to the rebels.

Yet the United States, by playing to both sides, 
stood a chance of reaping benefits without undue risk. 
Limited support of the revolutionaries enhanced the 
possibility that a friendly government would establish 
itself in a strategic area, such as Cuba or Texas. If 
the revolts failed, the American government would 
lose nothing, as their actual commitment was not suf
ficient to provoke a war with Spain. Given its own 
military weakness, the Madison administration may 
have thought it best to limit its involvement and 
therefore limit its objectives.

In the case of hew Spain, this rather pragmatic 
policy did not place relations between the United 
States and the emerging Mexico of the 1820's on a 
firm footing. Shaler's support of the invasion was
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counterbalanced by Robinson's mission to Nemecio de 
Salcedo, by which the United States thoroughly de
nounced such invasions. The actions of Shaler with re
gard to the Texas Constitution of 1813 convinced many 
Mexicans that the American government harbored terri
torial designs on the Interior Provinces.

One Mexican representative to Washington wrote to 
his superiors in 1822 about such ambitions.

The arrogance of these republicans does not 
permit them to see us as equals but inferior; 
their conceit extends . . .  to the belief 
that their capital is that of all the Ameri
cas; they have an intimate interest in our 
money; neither are they disposed to enter into 
a treaty of alliance or commerce. . . . With 
the passage of time they will be our sworn 
enemies . . . and there is no doubt that the 
object of their ambitious plans is the prov
ince of Texas.
Shaler's missions to Cuba and to Natchitoches 

thus constituted a probe into a volatile area. The 
Madison administration basically left its agent to 
act on his own initiative, as witnessed by the infre
quent letters that Shaler received from Washington.
The American government attempted to restrict his 
freedom of movement only when he began to participate 
openly on the side of the rebels. In spite of the

Richard W. Gronet, "The United States and the 
Invasion of Texas," quoted in The Americas, XXV (Janu
ary, 1969), p. 306.
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failure of the Gutierrez-Magee enterprise, the execu
tive apparently considered, ¿¿haler competent enough 
to continue in diplomatic service. In 1815, Madison 
appointed him consul-general of the Barbary States, a 
position he held intermittently for thirteen years. 
Later, under the Jackson administration, Shaler re
turned to Cuba, and in 1831, became the first American 
consul to receive official recognition at that post 
from the government of Spain.
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